NovaLash Extensions
NovaLash eyelash extensions are an “instant pretty”
for any woman who desires for longer, fuller lashes.
Award-winning, long-lasting, medical-grade lash extension adhesives have earned NovaLash its reputation as “the healthiest” professional eyelash extension
system. Comprised of a wide-ranging palette of colors, textures and sizes of eyelash extensions that can
be combined for looks that run the gamut from subtle
and natural to trendy and glamorous.

You can view our work on our Facebook page
www.facebook.com/markham.salon
NovaLash produces products are:
- Medical Grade
- Physician Formulated
- AE-WCA Approved
- ISO-10993 Certified
- Made in the USA in accordance with FDA
- Have a Patent Pending Quality Control System for
Eyelash Extensions

NovaLash Full Set (initial application)
NovaLash Full Set (American Volume)
(initial application)

$200

Markham Salon

2200 N. Yarbrough @ Montwood

$265

in the Montwood Mall Shopping Center
(next to Albertsons, Montwood Theater & Ace Hardware)

NovaLash Fills
starting $50
NovaLash Fills (American Volume) starting $65
Removal
starting $50

El Paso, TX 79925

1915-592-0839

markhamsalon.com

NovaLash useful information:
We have two certified NovaLash techs (Mona Diaz
and Janet Rivera). Our two techs have gone through
extensive training with NovaLash and have been
applying lashes for over five years now.
The initial (Full Set) application is $200.00 (NovaLash
American Volume is slightly higher) and takes about 1
1/2 - 2 hours (we do ask for a deposit on all full sets).
In order to maintain your investment, fills (which are
needed to maintain your lashes) are recommended
every 2-4 weeks. As your lashes grow, fills are basically reattaching and re-securing the artificial lash on
your own natural lash. If you don't, they would simply
fall off. Fills start at $50.00 (NovaLash American Volume is slightly higher) and take about 45 - 60 minutes.
If you wait longer than the recommended 2-4 weeks,
the price may slightly increase due to the fact that
more maintenance may be needed.
There are various sizes and textures. NovaLash is the
only lash company using a patented medical grade
adhesive. We also carry cleansing pads, mascara and
eyeliner by NovaLash for maintaining your lashes.
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About Us

Color

Corrective Coloring

Hair Extensions
Men’s Units

Markham Salon have been creating an environment for healthy hair in El Paso, Texas since
1973. It is here that you will find an array of services for your hair, skin and nails.

Goldwell Topchic / Colorance / Nectaya

Cinderella Hair Extensions - Hair extensions are

Our mission is based on a client-focused approach to ensure your satisfaction. This means
that your needs and wants come first. While we
will always be pleased to share our ideas and
suggestions with you, it will always be you who
makes the final decisions. This is our fundamental
philosophy. As always, consultations are complimentary.




*Single process color and highlighting are two different services; prices are based on your length of hair
and includes your haircut and styling. Consultations
are complimentary.

not just for adding length. You can achieve volume,
texture, chemical free color, highlights and color
accents all without the use of peroxide. No longer
do you have to wait months or even years to have
the look and lifestyle you desire. Cinderella Hair
Extensions will give you instant gratification!

Salon Hours
Tues - Fri 9am - 5pm
Sat - 9am - 4pm
Closed - Sun - Mon
early and late appointments are available

Hair
Haircut Style Women
starting $35.00
Haircut Style Men
starting $20.00
(wash / styling is included on above services)
Haircut Style Youth

starting $15.00

Perms

starting $75.00

Conditioning Treatments
(cut and/or styling is not included) starting $15.00

Permanent / Semi-Permanent
Highlighting / Foil Highlighting

from $75.00*
from $75.00*

Corrective Coloring - Repair the effects of undesirable hair color. this is a complex process of removing or neutralizing unwanted tones or levels and
balancing out color.
We cannot remove “black” hair color from your hair
in one day! It is generally done in various stages and
techniques over a period of time. The same applies
to highlighting or achieving “platinum” color as well.

Custom / Stock Hairpieces for Men - In addition

Please contact a salon color specialist for a complimentary consultation.

Please contact the salon for prices and further information

Full Set of Acrylic Nails
Fills Acrylic
(shellac polish please add $10.00)

$50.00
$35.00

Full Set of Fiberglass Nails
Fills Fiberglass
(shellac polish please add $10.00)

$58.00
$38.00

Manicure
Manicure with Shellac
Polish Chance
Polish Change with Shellac

$20.00
$30.00
$10.00
$20.00

Set Removal / Manicure
Repairs

$25.00
starting $3.00

to Hair Extensions, we offer custom and stock units
for men in human or synthetic hair. Complimentary
consultations are provided in our private room.

Certifications - Markham Salon is a Goldwell Color
Alliance (GCA) Salon. Our Markham team is extensively trained by Goldwell. We are part of a small
group of elite salons and stylists throughout North
America that share a commitment to creating outstanding hair color for our clients and are dedicated
to providing quality service.

Formal Styling
Nails

Cinderella Hair is 100% Remy Hair, which means
the hair cuticle is facing in the same direction which
prevents tangling and matting. Remy Hair allows the
blending with your own hair and gives the appearance of natural, healthy looking hair.

Markham Salon have been recognized as one of El
Paso's premiere Bridal salons. Appointments are
encouraged. A complimentary pre-wedding verbal
consultation for the Bride or Quinceañera is recommended at least two weeks prior to the event.

Finishing Touches
Make-Up Application

from $35.00

Hair Removal
Eyebrows
Lip
Chin
Cheeks / Sideburns
Face
Arms
Underarms
Body Waxing

$15.00
$10.00
$15.00
$20.00
$45.00
$30.00
$25.00
please call

Questions? Please contact Christy at 915-5920839. She will be more than happy to assist you
with further information and help with special
needs.
You can view her work on our Facebook page at
facebook.com/markham.salon
Formal Hairstyling

starting $55.00

markhamsalon.com
facebook.com/markham.salon
twitter.com/salontools
instagram.com/salontools

